
Executive Summary  
Decreased engagement with video due to start/stop behaviors results in a decrease of value of the 
media itself and therefore, a decrease in profitability. Through a survey spanning various 
demographics’ viewing habits and decisions to begin watching or stop watching a program 
before completion, and focus groups that expanded on college students’ reasoning behind video 
consumption behaviors, results revealed that video length plays the biggest role in start 

behaviors, every respondent chooses to watch video with a known distraction (phone, eating, 
talking with friends, etc.), and that while there is a wide range of reasons for stopping a video 
before completion, the most significant cause is disinterest. 
 
Main Influences on Start/Stop Behavior: 

● Parasocial Environment/Social Proxy- Creating horizontal and vertical connections with and 
through the video 

● Video length fitting time available- time-filling   

● Multitasking- mobility of devices  
 
Introduction  

a) The question: what factors influence viewers’ decision to start or stop video content?  

b) The approach: conducted an online survey that consisted of 60 respondents of varying 
demographics, hosted two focus groups with six college students total, and pursued informal 
anecdotal research as well as academic and commercial research. Through this methodology we 
hoped to understand the driving factors in audience behavior that lead to the decision to start a 
program or stop said program before completing the content.  
 
Defining the Video Consumption Market and Key Relative Terms 
In order to decide the general behaviors of video consumers aged 18-49, we must first 
understand the larger conversation around video engagement, a critical aspect to start/stop 
behaviors. As of 2019, Netflix categorizes its viewers as one of three viewers: “starters,” 
“watchers,” and “completers” (Alexander). Concentrating on “starters” and “completers” as two 
main data groups, they are then able to use this data to theoretically judge audience engagement, 

and therefore decide the worth of various series. This emphasizes the importance of start/stop 
behaviors in general media consumption, as it is a major factor in assigning worth to video 
content. 
 
Considering commercial reports of media engagement, discrepancies occur due to 
underreporting which results in different data and metrics for SVoD (streaming video on 
demand) such as Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime Streaming, etc. Extrapolating Nielsen data, the 
average 18-49 year old consumer spends ten hours and thirty minutes “connected to media” per 
day, increasing their usage of strictly Internet-based content (Internet Connected Device, 



App/Web on a Smartphone, Internet on a Computer, and App/Web on a Tablet) by fifteen 
minutes total from 2017 to 2018 (Nielsen Q3 Total Audience Report 2018).  
 
Several academic sources report on viewer engagement, which assisted in further defining user 
behavior and defining problems and opportunities in this market. The core conclusions are as 
follows: viewers typically rely on video consumption to be a “parasocial environment,” or social 

proxy, and are therefore quick to abandon it should the opportunity for real interpersonal 
connection become available1 (Haridakis & Hanson 317). We therefore seek to not try and 
change this behavior, which results in video being treated as a time-filler, rather monopolize on 
integrating vertical and horizontal connectedness. In a 2004 study, Russell, Norman, and Heckler 
refer to horizontal connectedness as being the relationship between viewers and and vertical 
being the relationship from viewer to video (151). An opportunity in this would be to somehow 
capitalize on the human tendency to seek out interpersonal interaction through media.  

1 These ideas are further explored in “Predictors of Social Television Viewing: How Perceived Program, 
Media, and Audience Characteristics Affect Social Engagement With Television Programming” (Guo & 
Olmstead), with other motivations being defined as entertainment, information, diversion, personal 
communications, and passing time.  


